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For you to get the best of

this book, we've written it

in the first person pronoun.



Nielsen Media Research, lists more than 500,000 brands

worldwide, in more than 2,000 product categories. This

goes a long way to tell us that the competition is wild. I am

sure you can name 10 brands in 5 minutes. 

Let’s do a little exercise, what are the first 5 brands you can

think of right now? Write them down. I did the exercise too; I

came up with Coca-cola, Mercedes, Walmart, Google, and

Nike. There is a high probability that the brands you

remembered are well-known brands, and not necessarily the

new business your friend just started, or the shop in front of

your house.

Why is this? This is because memorable brands did their

homework. They understood the importance of setting a

brand framework, and positioning themselves to leave

lasting impressions on their customers.

You may not realize what exactly attracted you to a brand,

until you sit down and think about it. However, the brands

have conducted an audit to determine what makes them

unique in the market, and how they can communicate this

uniqueness to attract and retain their audience. They add

all the tiny bits, and launch. Because of this, some brands

can connect emotionally with their audience, and their

audience keeps returning. 
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Let’s use Nike as an example;

Nike's personality is fun, lively, exciting, provocative,

aggressive, and determined. This is why people who want

to win, go for Nike. This is because, they believe Nike is

synonymous with victory. Just do it!

In this book, I am going to take you by the hand, and walk

you through the process of creating a brand, that lives a

lasting memory, and leads to conversion. 

In the quest to monetize a brand, people focus on short-

term gratification instead of long-term wins. If that is your

intention, then this book is not for you; you can stop

reading now. But if you are interested in creating and

building a long-lasting brand, that will live after you, and

have loyal repeating customers; grab your writing

materials, you will need a good liquid (water or juice),  and

get comfortable, as we take your business to the elites

group.

For each of the chapters with task/assignment, you

can download the entire work templates
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here.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jeS20F5FrVsN0U53HMRd2r4AwXpoDcRU?usp=sharing
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Oftentimes, we think a brand is a nice logo, great slogan,

fine brand colours, well-designed website, a good social

media bio, and profile. While all these are important

aspects of a brand, they are not what a brand is, but can

rather be referred to, as brand identity.

In layman’s terms, a brand identity refers to the visible

elements of a brand such as colour, design, and logo,

which identify and distinguish the brand in consumers'

minds.

For example, when you think of Apple, Apple comes to

mind?

In creating a brand strategy, it’s important to have a great

brand identity that puts your brand objectives into

consideration. 

In creating a brand strategy, it’s important to have a great

brand identity that puts your brand objectives into

consideration. 

If you want to open an eatery, you won’t want to use black

paint for the building, or to design your logo because it

won’t be attractive to your audience. 

WHAT A BRAND IS
AND WHAT IT’S NOT.



WHAT A BRAND IS AND WHAT IT’S NOT.

Fasthire tells the brand proposition with one word. 

Facebook is simple and memorable

The first step in creating a good brand strategy is outlining

the PERCEPTION you want people to have about your

brand, and using that perception to create everything that

relates to the brand.

For the sake of this book, we will create a brand together.

The name of our brand will be HEARTS. It is important

to note that one of the elements of a strong brand is the

NAME, you don’t want to give your brand a name that will

sell you short, or confuse your potential customers. 

However, when you hear the name Hearts, you already

have an idea of what the brand will be about.

Name:

When choosing a brand name, you have to choose a name

that’s - simple, memorable, original, and descriptive. One

should know what your brand is about from your name. If

you have a personal brand, and want to use your name,

make sure it’s easy to pronounce and simple, if not, make

it an acronym. 

If people can’t remember the name of your brand, it will

be hard to refer you; it will also be hard to buy from you,

because they will keep forgetting the name of the brand. 

So, the name you give your brand is very important. 
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Apple has an air of elegance.

Simple and memorable does it!

Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) is a long name and might

be forgotten, this is why it was shortened to KFC, and I

can bet that a lot of their customers don’t know the full

name. Always choose a simple and memorable name.

Brand Purpose:

Hearts is owned by Stanley and Jessica. Hearts is a

brand that seeks to connect people and help them

find love.

Defining what your brand aims to achieve, gives you

clarity on how to create a reflective brand identity.

Hearts know exactly what they are in the market to

achieve; they want to help people find love.

In later chapters, we will go deeper into the

importance of a brand purpose. But first, outline what

your brand is set to achieve.

So, let’s create a brand identity for Hearts bearing in

mind that, we will create this according to the

perception we want our audience to have about the

brand.
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Brand Personality:

64% of consumers say that shared values are the main

reason why they have a relationship with a particular

brand.  

If your brand were to be a person, what would be its

personality? How do you want people to feel while

interacting with your brand?

Stanley and Jessica want people to feel secure, open,

loved, wanted, and free. They believe this will help

them find true love in Hearts. 

How do you want people to feel when communicating

with the brand? This is above the logo creation but it

also helps you determine the channels for

communication and the brand language and tone.

Brand Colours:

The right colour shows off your brand's personality.

Purchasing intent is greatly affected by colours due to

their effect on how a brand is perceived, colours

influence how customers view the “personality” of the

brand in question.
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Don’t choose your brand colours according to your

favourite colours, as that might not be the  best for

your business. 

Choose colours that are relevant to the brand you

want to build; it will be a good step to study different

colours and their meanings.

Stanley and Jessica chose red as their primary brand

colour, and white as the secondary. Red depicts

sexuality, love, and longing. White depicts purity so it’s

perfect. 

Finally, they combined all attributes to create a logo

that shows a lady and her man entwined in a love

shape.

Stanley and Jessica have taken the first step toward

creating their brand identity with this logo. They didn’t

just ask a designer to get them a logo. They outlined

the perception they want the audience to have and

put it into consideration while creating their brand

identity and choosing colours.

Are you about to start a brand? If yes, outline how you

want to be perceived and create your logo with the

right colours.
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Do you own a brand already? If yes, the brand audit

starts here. Does your current logo and colours, send

the message of your brand to your customers? If yes,

great job! If not, it’s time for a brand revamp.

At the beginning of this chapter, I tried to tell you what

a brand is and what it’s not. Finding a single definition

for a brand is tough, because a brand has different

meaning to different people. 

People love to define what a brand is from their

perception. But, I will use the most relatable definition.

Your brand is your spoken and unspoken promise to

your customers. Your brand identity show what you

stand for.

It tells them what they can expect from your products

and services, and it differentiates your offering from

that of your competitors. Your brand is derived from

who you are, who you want to be and who people

perceive you to be - Entrepreneur.com



WHAT A BRAND IS AND WHAT IT’S NOT.

Chapter task

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS
BEFORE MOVING TO THE NEXT CHAPTER

Vision: What is the lifetime pursuit of this brand?

Mission: What will you consistently do to ensure

you're consistently making progress towards your

future?

Brand values: What are the 

Brand voice: 

Proposition: What is your brand's promise to your

customers? (your promise to your customers)

Merits for customers (for using you)

Brand Colours? 
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Innovations: What new things will you do that does

not already exist in your industry or how do you

plan on tweaking the available solutions to meet

customer needs?

Main communication channels? (which channels

do you want to use to reach your customers and

which is the primary)

Slogan:

I hope you’ve learnt something so far, and you’re taking

note.

This book is not just for reading; this is a guide you can

follow in creating your brand. If you’ve already created

one, use this book to double check your process. 

So, do well to start applying the things you’re learning.

Outline your brand goals/purpose, personality, and

start thinking of good names that can sell your brand

well.

If you’ve done that, then you can proceed to the next

chapter, which explains how to create a BRAND

IDENTITY… Let’s delve into the BRAND STRATEGY.



YOUR BRAND
STRATEGY



Brand strategy by definition, is a long term plan

for a brand, to achieve specific, pre-defined

goals. This is to say that, building a brand strategy

is not a walk in the park, but taking out the time to

do it changes the whole game plan, and increases

the vault.

Let’s increase the vault. The first step to creating a

winning brand strategy is to KNOW WHO YOUR

CUSTOMERS ARE.

When interacting with businesses, we discover that

many know what they want to sell, they spend time

creating great products and services, but THEY

DON’T KNOW WHO THEY CREATED THE

PRODUCT/SERVICES FOR.

They are knowledgeable about their product

specs, but have no idea of their customer specs.
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Don’t spend time all your time learning about your

product, that you have no time to study your customers.

It takes 20 years to build a reputation, and

five minutes to ruin it. If you think about

that, you’ll do things differently. 

-Warren Buffett



You can’t sell to a stranger: It’s easier to sell to

someone who aligns with what you are offering,

than a total stranger to your product. A good

scenario, let’s say you make baby clothes, and you

walk up to an unmarried man and convince him to

buy for his sister or friends that are married. There

is a possibility that he may not even have a sister

or be aware of the sizes of his friends' children. An

alternative scenario is to approach a pregnant

woman who appears to be in her last trimester,

and market to her. Who is more likely to make a

purchase?

Packaging: The audience you want to attract will

determine your packaging. In the absence of

customer personas; if you open a juice shop just

because you love making juice, you won't know

what type of bottles to use, straw packaging,

cartoon designs, colour mix, etc. I don't patronize

some brands, because from their packaging; I

quickly know if the brand is or isn’t for me. The

products don't just look good to me. However, if

the brand mapped out a customer persona, the

packaging may attract their customers. 

Let’s delve a bit into key reasons why you should know

your customers:

YOUR BRAND STRATEGY

Your packaging will determine if you’ll make sales, why

you’ll make sales, and how well you’ll make the sales. 



Wrong pricing: Some people refuse to buy a

product because they feel it’s too cheap, and that

makes it inferior or too expensive, and it’s

overrated. You need to know who exactly can

afford your products/services.

Location: You might be doing something great in

a bad location. For instance, you start up a law

firm in a low brow community that will rather meet

the village heads to sort a case, rather than going

to a lawyer. Good idea, bad location.

Now we have highlighted a few reasons why you

should know your customer; let’s outline the core

details you need to map out for your ideal customer.

YOUR BRAND STRATEGY

Name

Age

Location

Income

Like and dislikes

Religion

Marital Status

Job title

Values

Goals etc



Kindly note that a business can have different

customer personas for their different services and/or

products. You can have your primary and secondary

customers. So, you can create different personas

according to your value offering.

Let’s create a persona for HEARTS as an example. You

should use this to create yours.

As a recap, HEARTS is a brand that connects people

to find love.

When creating a persona, you should remember

what you do, and then you can know who is

looking for you.

We are going to create a persona.

YOUR BRAND STRATEGY

Jessica Simon
Source: Canva Images



Name: Jessica Simon

Age: 29

Marital Status: Single

Occupation: Investment Lawyer

Location: New York, NY.

Income: $8,000,000 per annum

Religion: Christianity

Likes: Research, movies, dancing.

Dislikes: Clubbing, swimming.

Values: Honesty, Discipline, Hard work.

Bio: Jessica is an investment lawyer by day and a

philanthropist at night. She owns an organization

that helps people get access to funds for their

business. Asides from loneliness and a deep desire

for love, her life is almost perfect. Because she

can't be everywhere at once, she decides to use a

dating app that will make discovering love easier,

thus skipping the strenuous process.

Personality: Introvert, shy, sensitive.

Goals: She wants to get married in 6 months.

Quote: “I have everything figured out in my life,

except, how to find a sincere person to share my

life with.”

Fears: She is afraid she will never find love again.

YOUR BRAND STRATEGY
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We can see that this persona fits into what HEARTS

stands for. Let’s say the subscription to find a date on

HEARTS, is $100/month. Jessica won’t think that's too

big a price to pay for love.

Note how busy Jessica is; she would prefer to check an

app, rather than go for an actual date, to determine if

a man is a fit for her. She is also an introvert, which

means she doesn't like to go out.

Imagine taking HEARTS to her with all listed above, is

she a definite buy or not?

Just in case you are wondering why religion is

important in creating a persona; some beliefs do not

accept certain products or services, there are

products too that are more likely to be purchased by a

certain religion. This is why you consider that.

Ensure you complete this task before moving forward.

This task will give you an idea of who your audience is.

This will literally define your success and failure.

Chapter Task
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With this, I am sure you can create the right customer

persona. When you have created your persona and

DISCOVERED your audience, you can now delve into

the real work.

How can you access your audience, what do they like,

what’s their typical day like, on what platforms do you

find them, do they prefer traditional marketing to

online marketing? All these will determine the next

steps to take.

Discovering What Your Customer Wants to Buy

There are many ways to test your product or service to

discover if it's really what your ideal customers want.

You have no chance to succeed, if you can't identify

what exactly your customers want to buy.

1. Online forums: Online forums are platforms where

people gather to share their problems, hoping to get

solutions. The good thing is that these platforms work

as search engines for you to locate topics related to

the product or service you offer. 

What are the most asked questions in your niche? 

What problems do your ideal customers complain

about the most? 

What topics are trending in your niche?
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Online forums include Facebook groups or pages,

Twitter, Quora and Nairaland. On a daily basis, people

spend hours on this platform either sharing their

problems to search for answers or sharing solutions to

problems they've identified.

Go to the search bar of any of these forums and type a

keyword related to your niche, then spend time studying

the conversations.

For instance; 

Someone who offers digital marketing services can

search for “digital marketing service needed”. From the

search results, notice the kind of people requesting for

the service and the areas of digital marketing that

they’re interested in. You don’t have to rush over this;

you need to be thorough with your approach.

The take away from this is that; most times, when one

person shares a problem, it's amazing how many more

are also interested in learning from their question. 

As a business person, compare the number of people on

these forums who share similar problems, then image

the larger numbers who might not be online, but who

also have these challenges. Your work then, is to locate

them with better marketing and advertising.
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2. Online shopping platforms: What books are trending

on Okada books, Kobo, Havard Business Review Store, or

Amazon? What clothes are being sold most on Jumia or

Shopify? What are the most sold baby stuff on Aliexpress?

What courses are people enrolling for the most on Udemy,

LinkedIn, or Cousera? When you go to these platforms and

check, you'd have ideas of the products that are working in

your industry.

3. Surveys: Another way to discover what your customers

are really interested in, is to run surveys. Create a survey

form using Google docs or survey monkey, and try out

options for your audience to give their opinion on what will

work for them.

4. Market testing: You can create 2-3 different products

and run a marketing test to determine which is best.

5. Answerthepublic: Answer the public is a platform that

ranks search results from search engines, and classify them

according to topics. You could use that platform to find

out what people are requesting for in your business. For

example, if you visit the platform and type something like

“sports wears”, you’ll get results based on prepositions,

comparisons, questions etc. You’ll see what most people

are asking for, and you can then go ahead to

create/provide it.

https://answerthepublic.com/

https://answerthepublic.com/
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Now we know our customers, next is to KNOW YOUR

COMPETITORS.

There are so many reasons why knowing who you're

against is crucial:

You get to understand the market from the lens of

your competitor.

You can analyse his customer audience, and see if

you want to tweak yours to be better or to fit.

Gives you insight into market strategies you should

explore and what to abandon.

You can analyse the messaging of your competitors

to model (if they have the results you want).

Helps you streamline your audience.

Take your competitor as someone who helps you make

better business decisions and stand out. Competitors are

not there to make us struggle and wish the other business

shut down. 

Competitors are healthy, as they give us a fair chance to

succeed. Take Nike and Adidas as an example, they

produce the same stuff, they market to the same

audience, they are classics and don’t do lots of trends.

They know what exactly they want to achieve. They are

both in the game, and winning. Let me give you a quick

way to know-how. If you wanted to get sports sneakers,

which would you go for Nike or Adidas? If your first

choice is not available, will you be willing to go for the

other? I bet you said yes!



Vendors will market Nike when Adidas is not available, or

Adidas when Nike is not available, and the customers will

still buy. There are other products that people would

rather go home than take the alternative.

Let’s move on to the real reason you should know your

competitors; your competitors help you to define your

USP.

You can use a table to grade you and your competitors.

Now you need to ask yourself, what do I bring to the

table that is unique as compared to my competitors.

What is the selling point that gives me a competitive

edge?

This is what a competitors table looks like.

YOUR BRAND STRATEGY
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After filling this, it’ll be clear what you need to improve

on and also what to do better. We have a lot of

templates online that you can choose from. You can also

add other points you think are important, and match

them with your competitors. Don’t limit yourself to

templates. Make a list of every aspect of your business

that you think should be analysed against your

competitors.

The most important thing is to create your USP at the

end. 

It can only be your selling point if you are confident that

you can articulate the need better than anyone else. It is

crucial to create a winning business model that focuses

on your USP. It provides a message that helps you attract

customers, makes investors look at your business 

 favourably, and helps you build an audience. 

It’s important to also note that the competitor analysis is

not there to make you copy your competitors.

It’s important to be authentic, come correct, be unique,

and stand out.

You have done your homework, you know your customers,

and competitors, you understand your business, and what

you want to achieve. It’s time to get into the market. This

brings us to the next step, BRAND AWARENESS.
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Don't forget to enact all the steps we have mentioned

above, before launching your brand. It includes your

purpose, mission, vision, language, persona, and unique

selling point. This is because you want to maintain brand

consistency, you want to have a clear image in the

marketplace, and you want to keep that image constant.

How do you put your brand out there? 

In determining the channels to use in achieving brand

awareness, you take into account how you want to be

perceived, as well as what your product or service brings

to the marketplace.

Examples;

If you’re a consultant, building a brand on LinkedIn

might be ideal. 

If you’re into production, you may want to have a

Facebook and Instagram page. 

If you’re into music, you may want to feature a

popular artist in your song, to make it go viral. 

If you’re in the fashion industry, you may want to work

with an influencer.

These examples show that there are different channels to

bring your business to the limelight, but the way you do

this should maintain the perception you wish to have.
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For example, Nike uses athletes to run ads and, as

their influencers because, they want to maintain the

perception in the market. Their persona is cool,

athletic and determined. They have many

ambassadors, and Cristiano Ronaldo is a top

ambassador. 

Even in their brand awareness efforts, they use

people who maintain the message they want to

convey. Their posts and engagement with their

customers always create energy. The perception of

Nike is what people buy. The Nike experience is what

they buy.

Having a great product or service is perfect; but be

intentional about how you communicate your brand.

The good news is that you can have a brand revamp,

and make changes to your business model, if you've

already established it.

When choosing your channels, remember that you

want to use the channels that will communicate your

feelings the best. 

Let’s use HEARTS again, we want to launch HEARTS.

Remember that HEARTS is where people find love. 
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We are choosing Instagram as a channel for brand

awareness and launching the HEARTS app that will help

connect people. We choose John Legend and Chrissy

Teigen, because they are sensational couples and have a

good following. They have a lot of singles on their pages

that look up to them for love.

We use their page to advertise what we do, and ask them

to do a short video talking about the HEARTS app and

how they can find love there. We can also think of a

single influencer, say Tiffany for example; She is our

perfect target audience, age-wise and all. We ask her to

talk about HEARTS. We can even have a relationship

interview with her, this will attract people and use that

medium to introduce them to a safe community

(HEARTS), where they can find love and be heard. We

can gather a group of people to have a weekly live show,

where issues surrounding single and searching people

are discussed.

NB: I used these big names so you can relate and get a

clear picture. If you are a brand that’s just starting or

doesn’t have what it takes yet, you do not have to start

paying big celebrities. You can start small.

Even without running ads, just communicate your brand

persona consistently, engage on the pages of your target

audience, so they will be attracted to you and want to

find out what you do.
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Attend events of brands that do similar activities and

learn from them. Create messaging that will serve

everyone in your funnel.

If you already have an audience, try to also use email

marketing as it’s a personalised way of communication,

and it helps to leave your brand in the minds of people as

you communicate with them often.

Brand Consistency.

In all these, show up! Be known for something. There

should be something you do that brings you out, and it’s

only consistency that will make your customers see the

difference you bring in the market. 

A brand isn’t built in one day, you need to put in the work

and consistency every time. You have to keep making

sure the perception is clear from the start to finish, you

are not to leave your customers confused at any point. 

The value should always be visible, the communication

should be consistent, the brand promise should be

constantly delivered, and the customer's experience

should be consistent.

Consistency is what keeps you in the game and brings

you to the limelight.
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The biggest companies we now know, and use are

companies that we have always known. Their brand

promise didn’t change, their standards were not

reduced, and the delivery was still consistent.

Think of Coca-cola, Nike, Amazon, Toyota, Apple etc.

Apple is an example of a company that keeps its class

promise, providing high-end products. Their products

are limited to high profile people.

Their products are not made for the average man, but

their audience. They know their audience, they know

what they promise, and they always deliver. This is what

brand consistency entails, you keep to the brand

promise and make sure the perception does not change

except you want to rebrand or do a revamp. 

Be consistent until you become a thought leader in your

field, be consistent until people can use your brand for

referrals, be consistent until new brands can see you as

a competitor and want to model you, be consistent until

relevant brands will seek for partnerships because they

see you are a thought leader, In all you do, make sure

you practice brand consistency.
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How to communicate your brand value?

Communicate the authenticity of your brand to

your consumers: Don’t be different from the

message you put out. Be authentic, and allow your

customers to see that. Don't just talk the talk. Deliver

what you promise. Let your customers trust you and

know you will meet their expectations.

Use testimonials and reviews: Encourage your

customers to leave testimonials and reviews. Use

these reviews to improve the way people see your

brand. Use it to show that you are truly what you say

you are.

Be customer-centric: Focus on your customers,

listen to them, reward loyal customers, celebrate

your customers.

Community involvement: Try to be socially

responsible, do something for the greater good of

the community. Be involved in activities that impact

directly your customer audience. Have a CSR

(Corporate social responsibility), this will increase

trust and brand visibility. It will also create an

emotional appeal.

Unique selling point: Always, communicate what

makes you stand out in the market.

Consistency: Be consistent in your messaging,

consistent with your promises, consistent about the

image you put out. Be known for something.
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When you have successfully done all these, you are a

step away from having a winning brand.

The next thing to do is carry out a BRAND AUDIT.

After putting in the good work, communicating the

brand’s value, defining your perception, fulfilling the

brand promise, choosing the right channels and doing

all consistently, you need to audit.

Before you start the audit, you need to have a clear

definition of what success means for the brand. For

example, HEARTS wants to have 200 couples that are

in a relationship, due to the messaging, work and

platform, they have created. They want these clients

to have feedback that shows genuine feelings of love

and acceptance, they want to have interviews with

top brands where they talk about the good work

HEARTS is doing.

This is the brand’s goal for the first half of the year.

This goal helps them to identify if they have been on

the right path.

How to carry out a brand audit:

List out the different areas you want to measure.

Have a yardstick to measure.

Assess your communication channels.

Assess your customer feedback.
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NB:The survey helps you to have a more robust view of

the actual state of things, and gives you a clear picture. 

At the end of the brand audit, no matter what your

results are, I will advise you to first applaud yourself, and

the staff, for actually putting in the work. You can

organise a mini party, reward staff that put in more

work, reward yourself, and finally, reward the brand. 

Thinking of how to reward your brand? You can put in

money to do something beautiful that you would have

not done for the brand. Maybe a giveaway, new

packaging, office decor, new product or anything you

can think of.

Why is this important? 

Assess your employees (they bring the whole work to

life); you have to make sure that the standards they

uphold are commensurate with the brand values.

Assess your marketing channels.

Analyse your traffic.

Analyse your value proposition.

Survey your audience.

Survey your employees.

Perception! You may not have done so well after the

audit, but the way you look at your loss might help you

do better in the next quarter. 
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Positive perception and optimism will be the drive you

and your staff will need to go through the next process.

If you did well, even better. You still reward yourself, the

staff, and the brand. This sets the energy for a new

start, it also motivates the mind to think of new

strategies that will take the brand forward.

Most people don't teach these parts of branding, but if

you inculcate them, your brand will change. Be sure to

communicate your wins to your audience too, including

them in the process, offering them discounts for the

wins and packages, that comes with every brand audit

result. Be sincere to them, humans are emotional beings

and your sincerity will drive them to look for possible

ways to grow the brand.

Just in case you have been reading to this point and

faithfully applying these tips, I want to say thank you!

Your business is set for greatness. Don’t forget to share

your success story with us.

It gets better so let’s get to the next chapter. You can

pause and reward yourself with a glass of water, water

is healthy! Did you just laugh? That was the intent. If you

didn’t, please do. 
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Differentiation and positioning is key in brand building,

as its one factor that impacts directly on sales. We have

carved out our target audience above, we know clearly

who we want to serve, and the necessary details about

them (segmentation); this means we have selected the

best audience(s) that will engage with your products.

 

Differentiation is simply the act of identifying the

competitive advantage you have over your

competitors, that makes you stand out in the

marketplace. Positioning is the place in the market

that you want your business to hold, especially in

the mind of your target audience.

Many brands don’t care much about their value

offerings, and what makes them stand out. They are

okay with doing the same thing, and struggling to break

out in the market. If you don’t differentiate your market,

you will struggle in the marketplace because the

consumers need a reason why they should buy from you.

If you don’t communicate that, you will either be

invisible or struggle.

Positioning on the other hand is what you do after

differentiation; it’s how you communicate the brand to

appeal to your consumer’s emotions.
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Let’s see examples of how positioning works using phones;

iPhone is a luxury brand (once you see someone using

an iPhone the first thing that comes to mind is, this

person is rich.

Infinix is an affordable brand (anyone who wants to get

an android phone today can afford an Infinix. 

Samsung is a brand for all( Samsung has high-end

phones and cheap phones that anyone can buy. They

like to be there for everyone). Now, I didn’t look this up

anywhere, it’s the idea I have when I think about these

brands, and that is what BRAND POSITIONING IS. 

The brands subtly communicate these attributes, and

slowly the consumers get to acquaint themselves with

the brands and what they stand for; the perception

builds in the mind of the consumers. If you think of these

brands and you are not clear on where they stand, it

means you are yet to connect to the perception they

want you to have about the brand.

When you have decided on the competitive advantage

you have in the market, the next thing you do is to

position your brand to communicate uniqueness.
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How can you differentiate your brand?

What you don’t want to do, is to enter the marketplace

as the cheapest brand. While that’s good, there are

better ways to approach differentiation. People do not

necessarily buy the cheapest commodities. They buy the

most appealing. 

Pepsi and Coke aren't the only carbonated drink brands,

but Coke and Pepsi sell more due to their greater brand

awareness and perception-building campaigns.

Compared to other brands, their prices are higher.

This example is just to show you that having a cheaper

option doesn’t necessarily mean you will invade the

market. There are better strategies, which we are going

to discuss.

Remember, we differentiate brands because our target

audience is the same as our competitors. So, we are

trying to identify what will make them choose us, instead

of the brands they already know.

The differentiation and positioning process consists

of three steps: 

1. Identifying a set of differentiating competitive

advantages on which to build a position: There are a lot

of factors that can be used in differentiation. 
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It’s advised to survey before you choose one. The survey

is to make sure that you are identifying all the

competitive advantages. You can also hold a focus

group discussion to gain more clarity. Some of the

competitive advantages are:

Price: What is the cost of your product as compared

to the market?

Place: Are you better situated than other brands or

closer to the target audience?

Packaging: This is a great aspect, people love what

they see, and buy things at times just because they

love the way it looks. Are your products/services

better packaged?

Deliverability: What’s your delivery like? Do you do

better than your competitors? For instance, we have

2 companies that sell solar panels; in one of them,

you have to go to their shop, purchase, and then

look for a way to get it down to your house. The

alternate option, you can decide to buy from their

website or go to the physical store, after purchase

(whether online or offline) the cost of transporting,

and fixing the panels are factored into the overall

price. Once you purchase, every other thing is taken

care of. This is an example of using deliverability to

stand out in the market.
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Access to natural resources: Do you get the best

form of products? If you sell honey for example, and

you have a bee farm; people can trust you more

because the source of your honey is known. For

other brands, they don’t know where exactly they get

the honey, and if it’s adulterated.

Product: Another important factor. Do you sell high

quality, low quality, more quantity, higher guarantee,

more durability? What’s the unique difference?

Human resources: Do you have the best hands for

the job? If you have a hospital, and you employ only

Indian doctors; it can be a selling point, as they are

known to be some of the best doctors in the world.

People can decide to visit your hospital just because

of that.

Niche: You can be in the shoe industry, and decide

to make shoes for pregnant women alone for

example. You can say that you make shoes, which

are the most comfortable for pregnant women.

Other brands make shoes, you also do shoes, but for

a specific group of persons.

2. Choosing the right competitive advantages: You can

outline the points above and other factors you analyse

or as mentioned in your survey, look at your brand and

see the distinct offerings you have, choose them and use

them to position your brand in the market.
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3. Selecting an overall positioning strategy: After

selecting your competitive advantage, it’s time to use it

and invade the marketplace. If for example, you chose

human resources as the advantage you have, you can

decide that the perception you want your audience to

have is a feeling of quality care and assured recovery;

this is using the hospital example I gave earlier. You

have chosen your advantage, the perception; finally you

build the strategy to achieve it. Try to deliver on the

perception, get reviews that will push out the narrative,

do promotions that portray you in that light, and be

consistent in hiring the best doctors, thereby giving

quality care. THIS IS HOW YOU DIFFERENTIATE AND

POSITION YOUR BRAND!

Building a Loyal Clientele Using Brand Positioning

Once you have positioned your brand and attracted your

target audience, the next level is to keep them and turn

them into advocates of your brand. 

Advocacy is the last stage of a marketing funnel; this is

where your customers will be the ones referring you to

other prospective clients. This is where you have

achieved a perfect funnel, and can give yourself

applause.



Every brand owner has an endpoint; to make sales and

give value. But, I tell people that the most effective way

of creating a winning business is by building a loyal

clientele; it’s nice to always have new clients, but it’s

most converting to have repeat clients. 

Another mistake people make is to only care about the

new clients and serve the old ones averagely. That’s a

gross mistake, excellence should be part of every

brand's core value and that excellence should be visible

to every client.

In order to position yourself strategically in the market

for success, you need to do a SWOT analysis to discover

areas where you can capitalize on to position your

brand. 

Conducting a SWOT Analysis

SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,

and Threats, and so a SWOT Analysis is a technique for

assessing these four aspects of your business.

It helps you determine your personal or brand position

before deciding on strategies to take. It helps you

discover what works and what doesn’t.

DIFFERENTIATION
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Use SWOT Analysis to make the most of what you've

got, and to your organization's best advantage. 

Reduce the chances for failure.

Discover areas you’re lacking, and eliminate hazards

that could have caught you otherwise.

Discover your distinguishing factors, so you can

compete successfully in the market.

DIFFERENTIATION
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What makes you tick?

What do you do better than others?

What are your unique values?

What is your qualification?

Strengths

Strengths refer to the things you/your organization

do/does well. Your motivations, team strength, access to

certain materials, or innovative manufacturing process.

Your strengths are an integral part of your organization, 
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What are the qualifications of your team members?

Where is your business located?

If you run a pharmacy, and get a location that can

allow you stay longer service hours than your

competitors, then that becomes one of your

strengths.

If all of your competitors provide high-quality

products, then a high-quality production process is

not strength in your market: it's a necessity.

Remember, anything is strength, if it brings you a clear

advantage against the next man. 

For example, 

Weaknesses

When conducting your personal or corporate SWOT

analysis, you have to be honest. You don’t need to shy

away from the truth at this point, because the SWOT

analysis can only be valuable when the information is

realistic and true.

Weaknesses; just like strengths, are inherent features of

your organization. So, focus on your people, resources,

systems, and procedures. Think about what you could

improve, and the sorts of practices you should avoid.

Note: Strengths and weakness are internal, and

arise from situations that you have control over.
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What are the latest developments in the market you

serve?

What are you doing now that you thing will strengthen

your chances in the future?

What marketing trends can you explore?

What funding opportunities are available in your

country, industry, etc

What is the population profile in your catchment?

What is their religion and/or lifestyle?

Government policies.

Change in market requirement

Shortage of recruits

Supply chain problems 

What are the obstacles you’ll face in getting your

product to your ideal customers?

Opportunities

An opportunity is anything that gives you the privilege to

enjoy something positive, but you’ll need to claim it

yourself. 

Any factor that can put you ahead of your peers, but is

not directly under your control, is an opportunity.

Threats

Anything that can negatively affect your brand from the

outside is a threat. Things such as;
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One of the advantages of a SWOT analysis is the ability to

uncover threats, and strategise ways to tackle them in case

they strike.

As you move on with your SWOT analysis, always consider

that you’re not alone in the market. Take time to observe

what your competitors are doing, and adjust to meet the

challenge. However, you should also recall that, the fact

that your competitors are doing it, doesn’t mean it’s also

right for you.

Chapter Task

SWOT Analysis: You’re going to do a personal and business

SWOT analysis. The personal analysis will help you uncover

your areas of strength, weakness, opportunities, and

threats. This is solely about you, not your brand. But the

second analysis will be for your business. You’ll uncover the

things that’ll help your business to succeed, such as

strengths and opportunities, and how you can tackle the

weaknesses and threats.
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After positioning yourself and your brand for success, the

next question is now, HOW DO YOU BUILD A LOYAL

CLIENTELE?
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Build a Community: Community building is one of the

most effective ways to build a loyal clientele, only a

few brands know about this, and they are milking it

for success. Brands like Apple have discovered this

secret, and it’s no wonder that they’re one of the

outstanding brands. 

1.

A community helps you bring all your clients in one place;

it helps you communicate easily with and to them.

Feedback is also at your fingertips. A community makes

your audience feel connected, wanted, heard, and are

integral parts of your business. As such, they won’t want

to leave. 

You don’t only build a community; you look for activities

that’ll make them feel alive in your community, you act

on their feedback and they see the results. You can

decide not to do any other thing that’s written in this

book, but build a business community.

Also, have unique offers that are limited to only members

of your community; when they feel loved, they will attract

others to join the community. Introduce discounted or

free services from time to time. 
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You can have an email list: Email list is very helpful in

business, and helps to increase repeat clients and

conversion. This is because you can personalise your

mails and your clients can respond, to let you know

what they want. It also helps in unique offerings,

where you can segment your emails according to

different categories of clients and send them

directed emails. While this is a very effective way to

build a community, it’s not the most effective.

Build a closed group on social media: This is the best

way to build a community yet; everyone is online

these days. People forget to check their emails, but

not social media. Depending on your clientele base,

it could be a WhatsApp, Telegram, Clubhouse,

Facebook or Instagram group. Also, if you have what

it takes, you can have a user-friendly community built

for your business. The great things about

communities like these are: you get feedbacks ASAP,

referrals are very easy, programs can be easily

organised as it’s a group.

Ask for feedback

Ask about new offerings (what you can add to your

service)

How can you build a community?

What to do in a community:

BUILDING A
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Do a giveaway

Host a watch party

Host offline or online invents

Reward top referrals

Try to do affiliate marketing

Educate your audience on relevant subject matters

around your product/service offering

Respond to feedback

Gain insights into what the outside world thinks

about your brand

Gain insights to pivot opportunities.

To this end, it’s also important to hire a good community

manager, or handle it yourself with the tips given, if your

brand is a start-up brand. Remember, NOT EVERYONE

SHOULD BE IN YOUR COMMUNITY.  

This will help to reinforce the perception you want your

audience to have about your business. When you have a

community, and manage the community well, the

members will be so happy that they want everyone in the

world to know about your services.

How do I know that this is true? It is because, I’ve

experienced several brands turn customers into loyal

customers with this strategy.

Have you ever loved a community so much that you see

yourself talk about it often, and end up inviting your

friends? What was your reason? I have done it several

times.
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Let me share one of my experiences;

I once joined a community where organic creams are

sold. The owner of the brand constantly shares DIY

recipes for us, she also tells us how to use her products,

she shares tips on the kind of food to eat, members of

the group are also encouraged to start their skincare

brand, and she gives a discounted price for them to

learn, while she teaches them the necessary tips and

hacks. Anytime someone talks to me about changing

their skincare brand or wanting to start one, I refer them

to the community that I belong to. At times, I see myself

sharing the tips she shared on my WhatsApp status or to

friends randomly, and that’s me advocating.

I am sure you can relate to a scenario like this. This will

be the same experience for your audience if you build a

good community.

All businesses can have a community. However, what you

do in the community will be dependent on what your

brand offers. But whether you are a service or product

based brand, you can have a community.

I am eager to see you explore this and return with

positive feedback.
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1. Remember important events: “People buy emotions

and not products”. People don’t buy what you sell, they

buy the way your product or services make them feel. I

buy ice cream because of how cool it makes me feel. I

buy Apple products because of the class mentality it

gives me. So, if you celebrate your client’s important

dates, they won’t want to leave you. Some clients are

still in a particular bank just because their customer

service calls to check on them, even if it’s once a year.

Important dates not only help your customers remain

loyal and happy, but it gives you a chance to sell your

goods and services. You can promise a birthday discount

or an anniversary discount to make them feel happy. You

also return happy, because you have made a client

happy and also added more money to your bank

account.

How do you know the important dates in their life? Have

a database, ask them these questions, store the data,

add them to a universal calendar. If you have a very

large clientele base. You can segment people according

to their birthdays, and set an automatic blast to send

messages to them.

2. Provide exceptional customer service: Value your

audience, communicate to them like they own the world.

Listen to their complaints; resolve their challenges nicely

and promptly.
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Have a check-in day for your brand; a day where you

send out a newsletter or call, depending on how big your

audience is, just to check in. Show genuine care for your

customers. Providing excellent customer service includes

the following:

Sending thank you notes after a purchase is made or

service delivered.

Being warm and professional while serving clients.

Being prompt to handle requests.

Clean packaging.

Good communication and listening skills.

Conflict resolution skills.

3. Affiliate marketing: Everyone is looking for extra

cash, introducing a medium where your clients can make

more money when buying from you, will make them loyal.

Ask them to pitch your offerings and get a percentage,

give them a referral bonus. Create incentive packages

that allow them to enjoy your service and be willing to

refer to others.

4. Create a customer loyalty program: Organise

programs that are centred on your clients, and will

increase their involvement in your brand. Reward clients

that have made high or frequent purchases. Give them

free products or services, announce them on your page

and tag them, do an interview for them to showcase

them. MAKE THEM FEEL LOVED AND APPRECIATED.
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5. Organize programs that foster engagement: Let’s

use HEARTS as an example; HEARTS can decide to add a

physical meet and greet program, for the members of

their community. This will help them know each other

better, and foster engagement on the online group. It

could also be a space where they find love, and that is

more sign-ups to the HEARTS community, as the new

lovers will share to others that they met their partner on

HEARTS. You are not only building a loyal clientele now,

but also opening doors for new clients. Win, win situation.

6. Work on feedback: For every feedback you receive,

ensure you are using it to better the brand. When people

see that their feedback was not only received, but also

acted upon, they will remain there and keep suggesting

more.  

7. Upsell and Cross-sell: This can help to build a loyal

clientele, as they believe you are forward-thinking in

considering what they may need. It also brings in more

sales.

8. Revamp your offers and introduce new products:

People love innovation; if they see your brand as creative,

they’ll want to remain and grow with the brand. Let’s use

Coke as an example, Coke always creates interesting

adverts and packaging that will attract clients. 
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Recently, they started adding people's names to bottles

and they made heavy returns just for that new idea.

People that don’t drink coke went to buy with hopes that

they’d find a can with their name. People bought it for

friends and it was considered special. If you love Pepsi

for example, you can decide to switch to Coke because

of that innovation. Coke lovers too, will want to remain

for the next innovation or invention of their brand. 

It’s very important to do all these in your business, it helps

achieve brand positioning as it articulates your brand

offerings and value proposition to your clients. It helps

set your brand apart and communicate what your brand

sets to achieve and the perception it has.

Image source: Coca Cola website
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Bonus: Funnel Creation as a tool to improve sales. 

Do you know you can have an amazing product with low

sales, or no sales at all?

My advice to business owners is this; grasp the concept of

funnel creation. Once you do this, you become an expert in

the business. 

A business doesn’t go far through beginner’s luck or chance;

a multi-million business is the result of conscious efforts.

One of those is FUNNEL CREATION. 

 

I am excited to share this very part with you. If you are tired,

you may consider resting for today, and read this part when

you are in high spirits. This might be the decider if your

branding will pay off or not.

Let’s do this…

Funnel creation simply means understanding your

buyer’s journey and influencing their decision. 

Same way that a friend will ask you to decide if they should

buy a black or blue suit, and act on your advice; that’s

exactly how your funnel can influence their decision, so they

can choose to buy from you.

By building a funnel, you’re building a system to ANSWER

THE QUESTIONS YOUR CUSTOMERS have about your

MARKETING MESSAGE and APPROACH.
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Have you ever come across an advert, mostly phone

adverts or new software, where they add the difference

between their products and those of their top

competitors on their page? That’s a funnel process.

Why is it called funnel creation? This is Because it’s

likened to a funnel, where you have a lot of prospects at

the top, and the bottom is very tiny, because people who

show interest in a product are way higher than those

who finally buy. 

What you do from the top of the funnel to the bottom,

can be termed funnel building. It’s the quality of work

put in that will determine the quality of customers at the

bottom of the funnel.
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A funnel can be very complex and can be very simple

too. For example, if you want to get a laptop, you will

most likely do all your due diligence before buying one,

and won’t just go to a store or a website and pick one.

But, if you want to buy a dress or suit, you can just see

one on the internet and pay instantly.

That is to say, the buyer’s journey for different products

may be complex or simple; it may require freebies, email

follow up, calls, testimonials, value proposition content

or just an advert. It differs. As we go deeper, you will

know what to do for your product or service.

The good thing about a funnel is that, once you hack

your funnel, you will make lifelong benefits. For people

who sell digital products, you can create a lot and go to

sleep. Your funnel will make you a sleeping millionaire,

lol.

Steps in Funnel Creation.

The general formula for a sales funnel is AIDA.

A- awareness

I- interest

D- decision

A- action
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But the formula above is not a winning sales funnel

formula; rather, it is the most popular. Let’s look at the

winning formula.

The image is very detailed but I will explain further.

Awareness: This is the top of the funnel, and your very

first contact with your prospective customer. At this

point, you have to use a messaging model that will

attract them and lead them into performing an action. 

It must not be digital, but this is the new normal;

therefore all examples that will be cited are digitally

related, but you can tweak to suit your brick and mortar

store. If you are not digital yet, I will advise you to

transform your business into a digital one
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You can have a physical shop, but an online presence is

vital. Back to the subject of the day; a way to get people

here is by running an advert, content creation, influencer

marketing, word of mouth, cold emails. These are

multiple ways to make your prospective client aware of

your products or services.

Now they know you exist, you want more from them…

Intent and Informative Research: You can also call this

the interest phase, they now know your product and they

are interested in knowing more, but not buying. What you

tell them or the information you make available to them

at this phase, will determine if their journey will end here,

or move to the next level. At this stage, a review of your

product can be added to your messaging to make them

push further.

Consideration and Evaluation: This is where it starts

getting serious; if you lose them here, you have lost

them. You have to be armed at this stage. Remember,

the way you transmit this messaging can be via your

social media platforms, emails, on your website etc. The

previous example I gave, of people wanting to compare

your products, happens here. You won’t want them to

leave the funnel; you may want to give them the details

they want, so they can evaluate; hereby, quickening the

purchase. This example from Ubersuggest clearly

explains the consideration and evaluation funnel.
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If you wanted to compare these tools, they just saved

you time and helped to quicken your resolve.

Note: As earlier mentioned, lower pricing is not the most

effective way of differentiation. It’s better to make it

affordable and have more features than lower pricing.

Conversion and Purchase: At this point, you have

convinced your customer beyond reasonable doubts,

and they pay for the product/service. Lots of businesses

end here, but YOU WON’T! We are aiming to be the best,

and build a multi-million business. This is why we move to

the most overlooked but important phase: The bottom

of the funnel.
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Loyalty and Advocacy: I tell business owners that new

clients are great, but repeat clients are the rock of your

business. They are the ones that will give you money on

the days where there are no new clients; they will also

advocate for you. You should be very intentional about

what happens here. Some of the tips shared in building

a loyal clientele above will help you here, kindly refer to

them.

This is also the stage of upselling and cross-selling. Be

very intentional about having products or services that

you can upsell or cross-sell. Try not to make your business

a one time buy. Petrol stations sell gas, engine oil; few

have super marts too. That’s a subtle way of upselling

and cross-selling in a brick and mortar shop.

If you don’t have that plan yet, you can consider creating

it. I can get a Birkin bag for example, and don’t have the

luxury to get a second one. However, if you advertise a

dress or a shoe, I may make that purchase.

Companies that sell phones, add pouches, chargers,

speakers, casings and other phone accessories, as a

means to cross-sell.
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Services: you can have other packages different from

the first package offered. Hootsuite for example, and

even Ubersuggest; there are different plans and features

to upsell.

Make room for your customers to remain and make

further purchases.

Ask for reviews at this point, add them to a value mailing

list (a list where you give freebies and handy

information), celebrate them, reward them, upsell and

cross-sell.

The end goal, they begin to advocate for your brand,

refer people, and they remain loyal users of your

products. Last but not the least, they make you a

MILLIONAIRE.

Hey business mogul, you did it! You just accessed the

information that’ll help you become a TYCOON. 

I look forward to receiving great reviews or how your

business was transformed. I await you on the winning

side.
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CONCLUSION

Building your brand is a continuous journey, you won’t

get it all at once. You will do lots of audits, reviews and

revamps. But, do not stop seeking measures to grow your

brand, and put it in the face of the right audience. 

If you are ever asked who you serve, and you say

“everyone”; you have failed as a brand, so you need to

constantly dig deep, and tweak your strategies, and also

your customers, until you find your perfect audience.

The best way to know your perfect audience is by

starting with your “ideal customer”; you will gain clarity,

and further segment your customers into where they

need to be, with the exact specifics. The journey to

growing your brand is an exciting one that will yield

results shortly, so be intentional about it.

If you encounter downtimes, feel free to take a break

and continue, BUT you must be actively seeking ways to

take your brand to the next level. If you ever need a one-

on-one strategy and brainstorming session, feel free to

reach out to (add your company details). 

I applaud you for taking the brave step to change your

business. See you at the top where winning brands

converge. 




